1771-1774

1771: For months after Garrick’s
Jubilee at Stratford the London
press was full of articles
criticising the arrangements, the
hostile attitude of the people of
Stratford, and the exorbitant
prices charged for everything.
Then Covent Garden and other
theatres started staging satires
about “Garrick’s Folly”.
Eventually people began to
concede that the performance of
the Ode to Shakespeare was an
esp ecially me morable and
worthwhile event, and Garrick
was persuaded to include it as an
after-piece at Drury Lane so it
could be heard by a wider
audience.
The London
performances were very
successful, and have been
repeated several times in the past
two seasons. But even greater
success has been achieved by
Garrick’s “The Jubilee” - an
entertainment which includes the
pageant he had intended for
Stratford. It has been revived
every season since to ever
growing acclaim.

1774: London acquired a
new entertainment venue two
years ago when James Wyatt
opened his Pantheon in
Oxford Street. It has been
designed as an indoor
Ranelagh or Vauxhall, and
has already established itself
as a popular place for balls
and masquerades.
It has
facilities to stage theatrical
presentations.
In the provinces, Liverpool
acquired a Theatre Royal in
Williamson Square in 1772
which is a rival to the existing
15 year old theatre in the
town’s Drury Lane.
Other new theatres have
opened in New Street,
Birmingham, North Street,
Brighton, and in Derby,
Durham, Newark, Truro and
Warrington.

1773 : Covent Garden rang with applause - led by Dr Johnson - for a remarkable new comedy
which is the hit of the season. It is remarkable because it is quite different in style to anything
else in contemporary drama, and because its author has only written one previous play. This
earlier play, “The Good Natured Man” , was originally turned down by Garrick and
subsequently produced with little success by George Colman at Covent Garden five years ago.
The 43 year old playwright, Oliver Goldsmith, has previously been known only as a minor
novelist and poet who has earned his living as an essay writer and journalist. Despite all this,
and a private life muddled by financial chaos and social awkwardness, it appears that
Goldsmith’s new comedy “She Stoops to Conquer” is a true masterpiece, and a play which is
going to last for a very long time to come.

SUDDEN DEATH AT THE HEIGHT OF HIS SUCCESS
1774: Less than a year after his great success with “She Stoops to Conquer”, Oliver Goldsmith
has died at the early age of 44. Posterity will remember him for his remarkable versatility, being
a writer who created an immortal play, a superb novel (“The Vicar of Wakefield”) and some
famous verses.

1772: Isaac Bickerstaffe, the 37 year old composer of highly successful ballad operas was one
of the most popular and successful writers of the day. He was just 25 when his “Thomas and
Sally”, with music by Thomas Arne, was a great success at Covent Garden, and two years later
the same team had equal success with “Love in a Village” - the first English comic opera. His
later works included “The Maid of the Mill” and “The Royal Garland”, with music by Samuel
Arnold, and “Lionel and Clarissa” with Charles Dibdin. From being England’s most popular
living playwright, he has become almost universally reviled because of accusations of being
involved in homosexual acts. If found guilty, he would almost certainly be hanged - so he has
fled the country before charges can be brought. He is said to be living in poverty and obscurity
somewhere in France.

